Dear Family, Your child is learning to figure out the right word to use in a sentence.

• Read this word list:

  scrap  shock  chill  scrub
  which  sprang  whack  struck

• Use words from this list to complete the sentences below:

  1. I felt a__________from the cold draft of air.
  2. The animals__________from their hiding places and ran.
  3. I don’t know__________one to choose.
  4. Be sure to__________all the dirt off the steps.
  5. Don’t let the branch__________you in the face!
  6. We__________a big rock that was under the boat.
  7. Please pick that__________of paper off the rug.
  8. Don’t touch that wire! It may__________you!

Child’s signature __________________________________________

Parent’s (Learning Partner’s) signature ________________________